EXPLORING EQUIPMENT
~

Air Cleaner Maintenance

T

url care equipment generally operates close to the ground, exposing
engines to dirt and debris. The air
cleaner or filter is the engine's defense
against exposure to harmful particles.
For each gallon of gasoline your equipment uses, the engine will take in about
10,000 gallons of air. Most of that air will
pass through the air cleaner. Therefore,
equipment operators and mechanics
should pay close attention to regular
air cleaner maintenance. The time spent
cleaning and changing air cleaner elements can payoff in many hours of
trouble-free operation.
There are two general types of air
cleaner elements. Some engine manufacturers use paper air cleaner cartridges while others use oiled foam elements. Some use both. The type of air

cleaner used will generally depend on the
type of conditions the engine will face.
The following is a description of the
different air cleaner types and maintenance information.
Foam air cleaner. Oiled foam elements operate efficiently when you keep
them properly oiled and moist. When
dried out, they might allow abrasives to
enter the inner part of an engine.
Regular maintenance is important
for foam air cleaners. Briggs & Stratton
recommends cleaning and re-oiling the
air cleaner element every 25 hours under
normal conditions. Do this more frequently under dirty conditions.
To maintain a foam cleaner, first
remove it from the filter housing. Inspect
the filter for tears. Replace the filter if
it is torn because it is important for the
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filter to fit tightly in the filter housing.
N ext, wash the filter in kerosene or
liquid detergent and water. Wrap the foam
in a cloth and squeeze dry. Saturate
the foam with engine oil. Squeeze out
excess oil and return to the engine.
Dry element filter. Paper air cleaner
elements do a good job, but they tend to
plug up when they become dirty. This will
make the engine run poorly and ultimately choke it off. The one advantage
to this is the operator will know when the
filter must be changed. However, it is best
to change paper filters before they
become excessively dirty.
Check paper air filters regularly.
Remove the filter from the housing and
gently tap it on a flat surface to knock
loose collected dirt and debris. Do not use
continued on page 30

Hydro Seeding Systems
The hydro seeding units designed
specifically for small applications.

WORKING TO IMPROVE YOUR PLAY .••
Stabilizer is a patented, non-toxic premium organic
soil additive for all infield dirt surfaces. It is simply
a soil glue that binds your soil mix to produce a firm
consistent playing surface. Stabilizer's compatibility with water allows you to achieve and maintain
"Damp Soil Consistency," the ultimate goal for an
infield mix. The final results are a safe, reliable
infield that is easily maintained in any kind of
weather.

"Tough Stuff for Sports Turf'
The TurfDrid system is patented, simple, logical
and long overdue. It combines specially designed
synthetic fibers into the natural grass field and increases the shear strength of the playing surface by
100%. This means sure footing and safety with less
divots and injuries ... just what good teams expect
from their playing surface.
For more information contact

STABILIZER, INC.
4832 E. Indian School Rd .• Phoenix, AZ 85018
(602) 952-8009 • 1-800-336-2468
FAX (602) 852-0718
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THE FASTEST, CHEAPEST AND
EASIEST WAY TO REPAIR TURF
NEW SEEDING OR RESEEDING FOR
LESS THAN $.015 PER SQUARE FOOT
ACCURATELY SEED WITH NO MESS
Highest performance of any compact unit
FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

800·638·1769
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pressurized air to clean or dry the cartridge.
If the filter is extremely dirty, replace it
or use a non-sudsing detergent in a warm
water solution. Never use petroleum solvents such as kerosene to clean the cartridge. Do not oil the paper filter.
Dual-element air cleaners. Many
engine manufacturers
offer dual-element air cleaners. In dual systems, a foam
pre-cleaner
surrounds
the paper element, helping catch dirt and debris
before they reach the paper filter. This
double line of defense offers additional
engine protection.
Dual-element
air cleaners often are
requested because equipment will be
operated under extremely dusty conditions. Therefore, check and clean the
filters more frequently
than normal.
Follow the instructions listed previously for cleaning the foam and paper elements. Be sure each filter is thoroughly dry before you reassemble the filters
and install.
Maintenance

Tips

The operator's manual suggests when
you should clean and change the air fil-

ter. Normally, this recommendation is listed in operating hours. A log book is a good
way to track maintenance
scheduling.
However, during the busy season you
may not always have time to check a
log book. Make regular air cleaner maintenance something you schedule, like
refueling. You wouldn't think of starting
the day without a full tank of gas. Make
checking the air filter just as automatic.
Many landscape
contractors
have
equipment operators check air cleaner
elements in the morning before they
begin work. This is not the time when you
want to be cleaning and re-oiling a foam
element. Invest in a few extra foam elements. Clean and lubricate them, and
then place them in a resealable plastic
bag. When it's time to change filters,just
remove the dirty filter and pop in a
clean one. However, someone will have
to clean the dirty filter and place it in the
bag so it is ready for the next change.
The conditions under which engines
operate can vary with the location and
applications.
However, you can minimize wear and tear with a strong maintenance program, part of which can be
as simple as keeping air filters clean.
Technical credit: Briggs & Stratton
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PRODUCT UPDATE
PORTABLE LOCATOR
The 8870 portable locator is capable
of long- or short-range locating, inductive or conductive locating, or active or
passive locating.
The operator can choose from multiple frequencies to optimize the performance for specific locating situations. The
HI power setting on the transmitter
allows AF or RF signals to transmit
simultaneously
which enables the user
to switch between signals without having to return to the transmitter to select
a new frequency.
It also features current amount reading, 60-Hz passive power, peak and
null antenna,
LCD display and 45degree depth measurement.
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Whatever your need in vacuums,
Brouwer delivers. From the mid-size
BV-138 Vac that's easily maneuverable
in tight spaces, through to the BV-85
Vac, the largest capacity vacuum on
the market today, you can trust
Brouwer for the ultimate in efficiency
and reliability.

BROUWER
TURF EQUIPMENT LIMITED
30 sporfsTURF
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23324 Woodbine Avenue
Keswick, Ontario
Canada L4P 3E9
Tel. (416) 476-4311
Fax (416) 476-5867
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